PRODUCT BULLETIN

• NEW XPT and KEYPADs •

(Design Change)

The XPT wall Base Transmitter and associated Keypads have changed.

NOTE: The Parts are tooled different but have the same part numbers as the old units. Please read the following bulletin to identify the labeling markings for proper compatibility.

The change DOES NOT permit the mix of old XPT Bases and New Keypads, or new XPT Bases and old Keypads.

The small round white sticker yields the DATE CODE of manufacturing for compatibility “07A04”.

ADDITIONALLY, there is a small letter “A” on the new style XPT and Keypad labels found on the back of each product to assure compatibility.

The Pin configuration and snap tabs are at different lengths to provide an additional layer of matching to compatible product.

Shown here are two variations of the Keypads and the XPT BASE labeling found on the rear of the product. Note the locations of the letter “A” depicting new version.

Old style XPT with small DIAL CODES WHEELS

NEW style XPT with large DIAL CODES WHEELS

Keypad Labels

XPT BASE Labels
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